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1. INTRODUCTION
In Latin America and, specifically, in Argentina, the research related to Social
Entrepreneurship (SEship) and Hybrid Organizations (HO) is at an incipient stage, most of
the papers were published from 2010 onwards. They are generally reports or surveys trying
to understand the SEship´s and Inclusive Businesse´s (IB) ecosystem (Abramovay et al.
2013; Pels and Sucarrat 2013; Buckland and Murillo 2014; BID 2016; Grupo de Trabajo de
Inversión de Impacto en Argentina 2017).
There is also research related to social entrepreneur´s characteristics and Hybrid
Enterprises (HE) through successful case ‘studies, as a way to reach a greater
understanding of the phenomenon and develop knowledge in an inductive way (Musso, N.,
& Ulla 2009; Márquez, Reficco, and Berger 2010; FOMIN & Sistema B 2012; P. Ed. Jaramillo
Martínez 2010; Groppa and Sluga 2015; Granthon and Correa 2015).
Despite the positive evolution of this research topic in the region, there is a problem
regarding the conceptual clarity and delimitation of the object of study when approaching
the phenomenon. Only for the fact of generating social and/or environmental impact, the
same categories of analysis are applied to different objects of study, mixing, for example,
the study of civil society organizations with commercial enterprises, small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), large corporations and cooperatives (Pels and Sucarrat 2013; Grupo
de Trabajo de Inversión de Impacto en Argentina 2017).
This lack of conceptual clarity and delimitation of the object of study affects the
understanding of the management challenges faced by the different kinds of organizations
that act in the SEship field.
Therefore, the main goal of this work is unify typologies emerging from purpose-driven
companies´ (PDC) literature to gain conceptual clarity in later description of business
structures and management challenges faced by these companies.
This objective will be achieved by identifying the main terms used to refer to the PDC´s (thus
named for this conference´s topic) and their definitions, detecting PDC typologies in the
international and regional literature; analyzing typologies‘ characteristics, finding common
patterns that allows a typological unification; exploring business structures underlying these
typologies and identifying management challenges concerning each business structure.

2. METHODOLOGY
This is a theoretical paper, designed as an exploratory study (Hernández Sampieri, et. al.,
2006). The unit of analysis is the PDC, the theoretical framework is the social
entrepreneurship theory, focusing in hybrid organizations.
The data collection method was the literature review, which was done in two steps: A first
search in specialized data bases, with a combination of the following keywords: purposedriven company/enterprise, hybrid company/enterprise/organization and social
company/enterprise;
typology;
management
challenge;
business/organizational
structure/design/approach. The resulting articles were prioritized by citation rating, (some
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were included because of their relevance to the subject even though they weren´t the most
cited).
The second step consisted in the reverse search technique, in which additional papers were
sourced from citations in the papers selected in the first step.
The data was analyzed in five steps: First, identifying the main terms used to refer to the
PDC´s and their definitions. Second, detecting PDC typologies. Third, coding and
categorizing typology’s characteristics to explore differences and similarities between them.
Fourth, unifying typologies. Fifth, based on the unified typologies, business structures and
management challenges were searched.

ACRONYMS
Base of the Pyramid (BOP)
Hybrid Enterprises (HE)
Hybrid Organizations (HO)
Inclusive Business Model (IBM)
Inclusive Businesses (IB)
Key Performance Indicators (KPI´s)
Not Governmental Organization (NGO)
Purpose-driven company (PDC)
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
Social Business Model (SBM)
Social Enterprise (SE)
Social Entrepreneurship (SEship)
United Nations (UN)
World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

3. MAIN TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Trying to identify the main terms used in the literature to refer to PDC´s, a first data base
search was made using the following keywords:
•
•
•

Purpose-driven company/enterprise
Hybrid company/enterprise/organization
Social company/enterprise

Each of this keywords were search next to the following terms:
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•
•
•

Typology
Management challenge
Business/organizational structure/design/approach

70 articles were found, 61 were pertinent to this papers objectives and 33 had more than
100 citation in google scholar.
Chart I: Papers/books found by publication name
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From those 61 papers pertinent to this papers objectives, the most used terms are, in order
of importance:
Chart II: Most used terms
Most used terms
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
HYBRID ORGANIZATIONS
HYBRID ENTERPRISES
SOCIAL PURPOSE BUSINESS VENTURES
PURPOSE-DRIVEN COMPANY
SOCIAL BUSINESS
SOCIAL BUSINESS HYBRIDS
FIRMS OR ENDEARMENT
SOCIAL PROFIT ENTERPRISE
SOCIAL BUSINESS VENTURE
SOCIAL VENTURE
HYBRID SOCIAL PROFIT ENTERPRISE
HYBRID BUSINESS
GENERAL TOTAL

Total
31
11
8
6
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
69*

*note: there are 69 results due to some papers mentioned more than one term
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The most used term is “Social” and all their derivatives: social enterprise, entrepreneurship,
purpose business ventures, business, business hybrids, profit enterprise, etc. In second
place, there is the “Hybrid” prefix: Hybrid organizations, enterprises, social profit enterprise,
business. Finally, the term “Purpose-driven company” is not often used in the literature.
Analyzing the terminology from a chronological perspective, we can assume some terms
are older than others and that´s why were found most frequently. The literature revised goes
from 1998 to 2018. In the earliest papers the term usually found is social enterprise (SE) or
social entrepreneurship (SEship), these expressions are also used in recent papers. Then,
in 2003 hybrid enterprises (HE) and organizations (HO) started to be named, and still in use.
The term purpose-driven company (PDC) was detected for the first time in a paper from
2015.
As mentioned in the Introduction, in the literature review was found that same terms have
different meanings or definitions and point to different objects of study. For instance, some
authors consider only nonprofit organizations as SE, and others include for profit companies;
some contemplate only organizations with collective decision making and surpluses
reinvestment, others includes organizations with hierarchical decision making and profit
distribution among shareholders.
In order to clarify criteria and understand which kind of organizations authors talk about
when they use each main term, the organizational attributes included in their investigations
were tried to be deducted (Doty and Glick 1994). From this organizational attributes review,
most quoted ones were detected among authors using each main term.
Organizational attributes:
Organization studied: Legal structure, if they are for or nonprofits or if the author study
both kind of organizations in the same paper.
Main Objective: it refers to the organization´s mission. Authors may include just
organizations with social/environmental objective as principal, organizations with an
economic objective as principal one, or organizations that try to balance both objectives.
Profit Distribution: Authors may study organizations that reinvest surpluses in the social
mission or in the business, organizations that distribute profits among shareholders, or may
study both kind of organizations.
Main Activity: could consider only organizations with social activity as the main one (and
commercial activities as secondary), organizations with commercial activity as the principal
one (and social activities as secondary), or organizations trying to balance both activities in
their structure.
Decision Making: organizations with collective decision making, with hierarchical decision
making or both types of organizations could be included indistinctly.
Ownership: organizations that have individual owners (investors), collective ownership, or
both options could be accepted by authors in the same papaer.
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Social Entrepreneurship
SEship is the wider term analyzed, could be examined from an individual or organizational
level (Mair, Robinson, and Hockerts 2006, pp 143-145). From its individual level, studies the
entrepreneurial process, focusing in social entrepreneurs and their characteristic, from its
organizational perspective, embraces organizational types built as a consequence of that
entrepreneurial process.
The literature review shows that SEship is used as general term that contemplates the other
terms, such as SE, HO, HE and PDC.
Authors that use the terminology SEship mainly refer to nonprofit organizations or, to a
lesser extent, to both kind of organizations, but never to for profit organizations only. Mostly
include organizations with a social/environmental mission as the main objective, although
some authors also include, less often, organizations with social/environmental and
economic objectives balanced.
Preferences about profit distribution and decision making process were not detected, and
just one paper talks about ownership, including only those organizations that have collective
ownership.
Authors using SEship term include in their definitions mostly organizations with social and
commercial activities balanced.
Definitions from the most cited papers using this term:
•

•

SEship are those enterprises led by social entrepreneurs who have the following
characteristics: 1. Are change agents in the social sector 2. Adopt a mission to create
and sustain social value, this social mission is explicit and central, this is what
distinguishes social entrepreneurs from business entrepreneurs, even from socially
responsible businesses 3. Exhibit a heightened sense of accountability, take steps
to assure they are creating value, they make sure they have correctly assessed the
needs and values of the people they intend to serve and the communities in which
they operate (Dees 1998 b., pp. 4).
SEship is an innovative, social value creating activity that can occur within or across
the nonprofit, business, or government sectors. The authors focuses mainly in
nonprofit type of SE (Austin et. al. 2006, pp. 2).

Social enterprises
This expression goes directly to the SEship organizational level.
Authors that use this terminology mainly refer to nonprofit organizations or, to a lesser
extent, to both kind of organizations, but never to for profit organizations without social goals
or activities. Their main objective as organizations is their social/environmental mission,
although authors also include, less often, organizations with both objectives balanced.
Generally, authors study organizations that have social and commercial activities balanced,
but in some cases include nonprofits organizations with no commercial activities -only
philanthropy depending- (Teasdale 2010) or with commercial actions in a secondary place
(Dees 1998; Spear, et. al 2009; Haigh et. al, 2015).
Profit distribution is mainly reinvested and decision making processes are mostly collective.
Generally refer to organizations with collective ownership.
7

Definitions from the most cited papers using this term:
•

•

Private organizations dedicated to solving social problems, are businesses that trade
for a social purpose. They combine innovation, entrepreneurship and social purpose
and seek to be financially sustainable by generating revenue from trading. Their
social mission prioritizes social benefit above financial profit, and when a surplus is
made, this is used to further the social aims of the beneficiary group or community,
not distributed to those with a controlling interest in the enterprise. (Mair and Martí
2006, pp. 37-39).
Any business venture created for a social purpose and to generate social value while
operating with the financial discipline, innovation and determination of a private
sector business. The author considers SE as nonprofit organizations only.
Nevertheless, SE are considered part of the HO, which include in their spectrum a
wider range of organizations (also for profit). Not all HO are SE (Alter 2007, pp.18).

Hybrid organizations and Hybrid enterprises
HO and HE also tackles the SEship organizational level. Authors using these terms refer
always to both types of organizations, for and nonprofit. In their papers study organizations
that balance their economic and social/environmental objectives.
Most of times, they take into account organizations with social and commercial activities at
the same level of importance, but sometimes, same as SE, include nonprofits organizations
with commercial actions in a secondary place. Some other times, also include for profit
organizations that have social activities as secondary ones (Alter 2007; Haigh, et. al. 2015).
Decision making processes seems to be not so important for the hybrids´ definition, due to
authors include both kind of organizations, those with hierarchical and collective decision
making processes. The same happens with ownership and profit distribution, considering
organizations with individual or collective ownership and including organizations that
reinvest and also those that distribute profits among their shareholders.
Definitions from the most cited papers using this term:
Hybrid organizations
•
•

Organization that combines different institutional logics in unprecedented ways,
development and commercial logics (Battilana and Dorado 2010, pp. 1419).
Hybrids are the offspring of two different species, organizations that span institutional
boundaries and draw on at least two different sectoral paradigms, logics and value
systems (private, public, nonprofit sector). The SE are a form of HO (Doherty et. al.
2014 a., pp. 418-419).

Hybrid enterprises
•

•

For profit business from the outset (a corporation), but its specific mission is to drive
transformational social and/or environmental changes (Michelini and Fiorentino
2012, pp. 563).
Private undertaking committed to achieve a social purpose, incorporating traditional
resources of nonprofit organizations (donations and voluntary participation),
commercial revenue and business activity. Although the authors recognize hybrid
organizational forms can develop within and between all three sectors (private,
8

public, nonprofit), they particularly focus on the development of hybrids in the context
of the nonprofit sector, that´s why they use SE and HE as synonymous (Mair and
Noboa 2003, pp. 2-3).

Purpose-driven companies
As chart II showed, only two papers using this term were found. In spite of the low
representativeness this fact may imply, results will be exposed as done with the other terms.
Purpose-driven companies always refer to for profit organizations that balance their
social/environmental and economic objectives, they distribute profit among shareholders,
who are their owners. Their main activity is commercial and could have hierarchical or
collective decision making processes.
Definition:
Just one of the two papers defines PDC, in the other one, authors use the term only once,
quoting another paper, and do not define it. They speak in general about B corps.
The one that develops a definition affirms that PDC are business driven by goals beyond
profit, considering a triple-bottom line approach. They have financial goals in addition to
meeting social and environmental standards of performance, accountability, and
transparency. Based in an eco-systemic framework to foster innovation for business
sustainability, where the business operates as a system similar to a living organism (Sun et.
al.2017, pp. 1-5).
Comparing organizational attributes of SE and HO/HE, we may conclude that SE term is
more associated with nonprofit organizations that have a social/environmental mission and
try to adopt business logics in order to increase their efficiency and effectiveness in
managing social value creation. Even though SE organizations try to balance social and
commercial activities, this terminology is used by some authors to refer to nonprofits
organizations with no commercial activities (only philanthropy depending) or in a secondary
place.
Instead, HO/HE are terms that refer to organizations mostly combining different institutional
logics, sectors and value systems. It does not matter if they are for or nonprofit, if they
reinvest or distribute surpluses, if they are hierarchical or collective decision making or if
they have collective or individual ownership. Their main feature is balancing economic and
social/environmental objectives and activities.
Some authors affirm that SE are a form of HO (Alter 2007; Doherty, et. al. 2014; Grassi
2011; Rüdiger and Inan 2016) and others sustain that SE and HE are synonymous (Mair
and Noboa 2003; Jackson 2016; Haigh, et. al. 2015).
Finally, considering the PDC´s organizational attributes, we may deduct there are included
in HO/HE definitions, due to they are companies trying to balance their social/environmental
and economic objectives.
All main term´s definitions found in the literature review are shown in section 8 (Appendix)
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Chart III: Main terms / most quoted organizational attributes

Note: Here are exposed the most quoted organizational attributes by main term.
Some papers include other attributes in their definitions, but in a smaller proportion.

4. TYPOLOGIES OR CLASSIFICATIONS
Only 11 articles developed typologies or classifications, from the 61 founded pertinent to this
papers objectives.
Historically, in organizational studies the expressions typologies and classifications were
used interchangeably (Carper and Snizek 1980). Nevertheless, there are important
differences among both concepts.
Classification is a system that categorize phenomena into mutually exclusive and exhaustive
sets with a series of discrete decision rules. Typologies refer to conceptually derived
interrelated sets of ideal types, do not provide decision rules for classifying organizations,
instead identify multiple ideal types, each of which represents a unique combination of the
organizational attributes that are believed to determine the relevant outcomes (Doty and
Glick 1994).
In the literature review carried out for this paper, most authors appear to have used
typologies or classifications as synonymous, for this reason, will be analyzed altogether.
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Chart IV shows this typologies, presented by main terms used (as analyzed in previous
section) and dimensions considered by the authors to develop such typologies or
classifications.
Dimensions are described with the words used by the authors in their papers. These, were
considered relevant for the analysis, since they indicate a particular combination of the
organizational attributes, as mentioned earlier.

Chart IV: Typologies-Classifications
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Even though the typologies developed by each author have different names and are
established from diverse dimensions, analyzing Chart IV we can observe some dimensions
are more used by the authors than others.
Those most used dimensions were coded and analyzed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational purpose,
Profit distribution,
Main activity,
Overlap between clients and beneficiaries, and
Value creation and capture.

Organizational purpose dimension, try to identify organizations regarding their preferences
between social/environmental and economic purpose.
Each author express this dimension in diverse ways. Some differentiates if the organizations
have an economic or social purpose (Teasdale 2010, pp. 92-93), others if the enterprise
goals are exclusively social or if their influence in the organizational priorities decrease in
presence of other organizational goals (Peredo and McLean 2006 pp. 63), there are those
who talk about what motivates organizations the most, their mission (referring to the social
one) or their profits (Alter 2007, pp.14-20) and those that wonders about the relations
between profit maximizing and social benefit creation (Yunus 2007, pp. 32).
Profit distribution dimension, authors considering this dimension wonders if the surpluses
generated by the commercial activities are reinvested in the community or business or if
there are distributed among the shareholders (Alter 2007, pp.14-20; Yunus 2007, pp. 32;
Michelini and Fiorentino 2012, pp. 563).
Main activity dimension, try to identify organizations regarding their preferences between
commercial exchange and social impact activities among the organizational structure. While
some authors study organizations that goes form purely social activities without commercial
exchange to organizations mainly commercial with social activities subordinated to profits
goals (Teasdale 2010), others show commercial activities as central, related or unrelated to
social activities (Alter 2007, pp.14-20). There are also authors that only study organizations
with social and commercial activities fully balanced in the organizational structure (Santos,
et. al. 2015).
Overlap between clients and beneficiaries dimension, identify organizations regarding
their capacity to converge clients and beneficiaries in the same person, in order to obtain
genuine incomes directly from their beneficiaries (Dees 1998 a.; Battilana et al. 2012; Santos
et. al. 2015).
Value creation and capture dimension, categorize organizations regarding their ability to
integrate value creation and capture. Value creation refers to real impact generated for the
beneficiaries (social, environmental and economic) and value capture refers to the capacity
of generating surpluses or profits for the organization, that serve for mission sustainability
(Battilana et al. 2012; Santos et. al. 2015).
There are other dimensions less used, as decision making structure, enterprise origins,
sources of entrepreneurial opportunities, legal structure, among others.
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Due to dimensions are used with diverse purposes among authors, they result in different
typologies that could not be compared with each other. This is a limitation for the typology
unification purpose.
Chart V: Typologies compared by dimensions and main terms
Note: The dimensions exposed in this chart are the coded ones.

This chart shows that dimensions are used indistinctly among main terms, this could mean
authors analyze the same organizational attributes between different types of organizations.
In order to check this, papers were reviewed to find more details about different kind of
organizations studied between typologies.
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Chart VI: Typologies by dimensions and organizations studied
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In this chart, the mixture of objects of study is evident. As it was pointed out in the
introduction of this work, authors developed typologies and classifications mixing different
kinds of organizations.
Most of the types exposed, are based on the study of a wide variety of organizational
structures, including in the same typology organizations ranging from social groups without
commercial activities to for profit organizations with social activities as secondary activities
and even alliances between different organizations. This implies totally different
organizational structures between typologies, what hinders typological unification.
Considering typologies using the SE terminology, it can be observed that the organizational
spectrum studied, although it includes for and nonprofit organizations, extends its social side
including social groups without commercial activities and nonprofits with commercial
activities as secondary ones. As for the economic side of the spectrum, it only extends to
for profit organizations with social activities as principal one.
Considering typologies using the HO/HE terminology, the organizational spectrum studied
includes from nonprofits with commercial activities (as secondary or principal) to for profits
with social activities as secondary. Comparing with SE types, the social side of the spectrum
it is shortened and the economic side is extended.
Cooperatives and alliances between organizations are named in different typologies across
main terms, and big corporations with a social mission are only mentioned by HO´s types.
In sum, the typological unification is threatened by 2 main factors:
- Dimension´s purposes: the dimensions used by authors to develop typologies have
diverse purposes, resulting in different typologies that could not be compared with each
other,
- Wide variety of organizational structures: authors developed typologies mixing different
kinds of organizations. This implies totally different organizational structures between
typologies.
However, it was discovered that some typologies, without necessarily being the author’s
objective, position organizations along an organizational spectrum that shows the level of
economic and social/environmental integration reached. This way, ideal types emerge,
representing those organizations that reach the highest levels of economic and
social/environmental integration, regardless of whether they are different kinds of
organizations, with different organizational attributes.
For example, Alter K. typology (Alter 2007):
Kind of organizations studied: nonprofits organizations, alliances between for and
nonprofits and for profits companies.
Dimensions: organizational purpose, profit distribution and main activity.
Resulting types: Nonprofit with Income- Generating Activities, Social Enterprise (mission
centric, related or unrelated), Socially Responsible Business, and Corporation Practicing
Social Responsibility.
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Considering this types in the mentioned spectrum, the position of the corporation practicing
social responsibility is not the same of the nonprofits with income- generating activities, the
first one is nearer to the economic side of the spectrum and the second one, nearer to the
social side. Nevertheless, all these different organizations are considered HO.
The ideal type in this typology will be the “Mission-Centric Social Enterprise”, because
business activities are fully integrated to the organization's social mission, financial and
social benefits are achieved simultaneously and the clients are the beneficiaries. This type
is in the middle of the spectrum.
Other author´s types are placed in the middle of the spectrum and could be considered ideal
types, like Market Hybrid (Santos, et. al., 2015), Hybrid Ideal (Battilana et. al., 2012), FullScale Commercialization (Dees, 1998), Social and Inclusive Business Model (Michelini and
Fiorentino 2012), Social Business owned by the poor (Yunus 2007), For profit companies
with social mission (Haigh, et. al. 2015). They all reach high integration of economic and
social/environmental organizational attributes.
Since typologies cannot be unified by organizational structures, not by main terms or by
dimensions, it was found pertinent to unify them by the level of integration reached
(economic and social/environmental).
Considering ideal type´s organizational attributes, was detected that are mainly nonprofits
with commercial activities as principal one or for profits with a clear social mission. Also,
could be joint ventures between each other. Their main feature is integration in different
fields (legal, financial, cultural, etc) in order to balance social and economic value.
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Chart VII: Ideal Types detected

5. BUSINESS STRUCTURES AND MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
Throughout this work it was advanced that lack of clarity in the object of study´s delimitation
could affect the understanding of business structures and management challenges faced by
different kinds of organizations acting in the SEship field.
Different business structures between typologies were detected, as showed in Chart VI.
Only ideal types business structures could be analyzed in order to find common patterns,
nevertheless, the small number of authors who specify this point in their work, makes the
available information unrepresentative.
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Regarding management challenges, 8 papers, between the 11 typologies found, pronounce
about this topic. Challenges mentioned were coded and the results are shown in order of
importance, according to the number of mentions:
•

Organizational - Legal structure: each organization should decide very well which
organizational and legal structure will have in order to better balance their financial
and social goals.
Being just commercial, integrated with social activities or build different organizations
for each mission, choosing a for profit legal figure or a nonprofit one, all of these
subjects are important to determine the subsequent strategies that positions the HO
in a better way in front of the demands of the market and the social sector.
Nevertheless, HO must remain flexible and willing to change their structure as a way
to find solutions to those demands in different moments. Although the structure is
important, the mission is what it commands and, if it requires new structures, new
alternatives that better maintain the balance should be sought.
Changing their legal structure it is common among SE or HO for different reasons:
facilitate the mission, need to raise capital, diversify income, fit with founder values,
perceived expedience, etc. (Haigh, et. al. 2015, pp.66).

•

Culture: the organizational culture depends on the people that compose it, their
workers, managers, board. Conflicting cultures challenge HO, due to they often need
human resources with social expertise on one side, and with commercial expertise
in the other side. Finding the right balance between them is not always easy.
Some HO prefer to hire personnel without experience, to train them from scratch in
a hybrid culture, without ties to previous paradigms (Battilana and Dorado 2010, pp.
1432).

•

Financial sustainability: the current funding pathway is not so clear for hybrids, as
it is for nonprofits and for profits. Finding mechanisms for scaling-up HO it is a real
challenge. A bigger impact investment market is needed, with investors ready to wait
for social and financial returns (Battilana et al. 2012; Santos, et. al., 2015).

•

Mission drift: risk level of disintegration between social and economic mission.
Searching new sources of revenue can pull an organization away from its original
mission; and being blinded by the mission could threatened the financial
sustainability.
HO are always in risk of committing trade-offs, prioritizing serving one at the expense
of the other, that´s why they should design very good their organizational structure,
in order to establish control mechanisms that diminish this risk (Dees 1998 a.;
Santos, et. al., 2015).

•

Governance: right definition of board and management´s responsibilities and
expertise and which stakeholders may be included in the main decisions is crucial
for HO, due to they are complex organizations trying to unify social and economic
goals that should be balanced from organizational authorities onwards.
Mixed HO (two organizations working for a common goal) have a double challenge,
balancing social and economic goals and coordinating activities between
20

organizations (Spear, et. al. 2009; Michelini and Fiorentino 2012; Santos, et. al.,
2015).
It is remarkable that the main challenge mentioned regards organizational structure, due to
several times in this paper it was mentioned that a wide variety of organizational structures
could be a serious problem to understand the real management challenges of HO or SE.
This also implies that, unlike traditional organizations, HOs have a wide range of
organizations structures to choose where to position themselves based on their mission and
financial needs. This could be a great advantage on the one hand, and a great dilemma, for
another.
The mission drift risk it´s another challenge that distinguishes HO and SE from traditional
organizations. This is a characteristic of those ideal types that try to reach the highest socialeconomic integration, nevertheless remains under investigated in management research.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA
The organizational level of SEship it is a very young research topic, and that is one of the
reasons why terminology is still in construction.
SEship is used as general term that contemplates the other terms, such as SE, HO, HE and
PDC.
Comparing organizational attributes of SE and HO/HE, we concluded that SE term is more
associated with nonprofit organizations that have a social/environmental mission and try to
adopt business logics, while HO/HE refer to organizations which main feature is balancing
economic and social/environmental objectives and activities, independently if they are for or
nonprofits, if they reinvest or distribute surpluses, if they are hierarchical or collective
decision making or if they have or haven´t owners.
Purpose-driven companies’ term is not often used in the literature, but could be considered
a HO or HE.
Detecting and analyzing PDC typologies was the main objective in this work, accomplished
in section 4. Central conclusions were that typologies are constructed from diverse
dimensions and include, under the same analysis, totally different organizational structures.
These findings confirmed the previous assumption regarding the mix of objects of study in
SE literature.
However, a first approximation to typologies unification could be done, considering the
integration level reached by organizations regarding their social/environmental and
economic objectives and activities.
It was discovered that most of typologies, position organizations along a social-economic
spectrum that shows the level of integration reached by each organization. In this process,
ideal types were found: organizations placed in the middle of the spectrum, reaching the
maximum level of integration of social/environmental and economic goals or activities.
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Some authors already talked about the level of integration as a fundamental characteristic
of this new organizational era, considering a fundamental convergence and reconfiguration
of the social and commercial sectors, from completely separate fields to a common space.
They named it “hybridization movement” (Battilana et al. 2012, pp. 54; Hockerts 2015, pp.
83).
As the hybridization comes from nonprofits assuming business and managerial skills on one
side, from for profit organizations taking on social missions related with their core business,
on the other side and from HO that were born with the express mission of finding the social
and economic balance, the mixture in the objects of study in literature is understandable.
Nevertheless, future research should be undertaken considering this risk and trying to
delimit the study to one type of organization among the ideal types. This will help to better
identify and understand business structures and management challenges for each kind of
organization going through this hybridization process.
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